
                                    Maths 
 

 

Our big focus for the next few weeks will be on 

developing our understanding of multiplication and 

division. We will revise our 2, 5 and 10x tables and then 

build on these to find (and start to learn) our 3, 4, 6 and 

8x table facts. We will use arrays and regrouping to 

solve multiplication problems, and develop our 

understanding of the link between multiplication and 

division to help us find unknown facts. After that, we 

will be exploring the use of bar graphs and pictograms to 

present data, working out what these tell us and 

constructing charts of our own. Across all of these 

topics, we will be doing lots of problem solving to help us 

apply our knowledge to a wide range of situations.  

Computing 
 

We will be discussing the way that we stay safe online, 

thinking about the types of information that it is              

(and, importantly, isn’t) OK to share, the sites we visit, 

the way images are shared and what we should do if we 

come across something we don’t like. 



Computing 
 

 There’s some great advice on talking to children 

about online safety on the NSPCC website at 

www.nspcc.org.uk/keeping-children-safe/                      

We also use lots of resources from the UK Safer 

Internet Centre: saferinternet.org.uk/ 

                                    Maths 
 

So much of what we do in class depends on the recall of 

tables facts, so it would be brilliant if you could work on 

these at home. Focus on one table at a time and try: 
 

 Making-up rhymes to help remember number facts 

(“4 x 6 is 24, bears growl and lions roar!”)  
 

 Looking for numbers in that table in the world around 

you - on doors, car number plates, in phone numbers 

or when you’re out shopping.   
 

 Writing-out tables with finger paints, chalk or water-

on-tarmac, or make them from playdoh.  
 

 Chanting, singing, whispering...  Say tables out loud 

together whenever you have the chance. 


